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**CAMPUS HR UPDATE**

**Campus HR Update: UNT HR Moving to New Building**

Denton Campus HR is moving! UNT Campus Human Resources in Denton will be relocating from Sycamore Hall to the Support and Services Building on May 7, 2019.

Our new address is 1500 North IH-35, at the corner of Avenue C and the Interstate 35 service road in Denton. Feel free to stop by, say hi, and check out the new space.
Benefits: Emergency Room Coverage

Blue Cross Blue Shield of Texas (BCBS) recently announced that a group of emergency room physicians are leaving the BCBS network.

How does this affect you?

In short, this change will not impact your benefits in any way. BCBS has assured us that even though this group of emergency room physicians is now out-of-network, it does not impact your benefits. Our HealthSelect emergency room benefits differ from most other plans, so ER claims will continue to be processed and paid in the future, just as they are now.

If you have specific questions regarding your BCBS coverage, please call 1-800-252-8039, or visit www.healthselectoftexas.com.

Open Enrollment: Is Your Address Up to Date in EIS?

Open enrollment for benefits is coming soon, and that means it's also time to verify your address! In the next 30-45 days, we will send out FY20 benefits information including rates, plan changes/additions, and other important items. If your address is incorrect, you may miss out on this information.

Verify your address quickly online with both Employee Retirement System (ERS) and Teacher Retirement System (TRS):

- Employees Retirement System (Insurance) – use My Account Login
- Teacher Retirement System (Retirement) – use the MyTRS link at the top of the page
Miss an issue of HR Highlights? Find the archived issues [here].

Questions?

Do you have a question for the UNT System HR team that you would like to see answered in an upcoming issue of HR Highlights? Submit your questions to AskHR@untsystem.edu.